
Step one: 

Fold in half along dotted line shown to make it a rectangle. 

Now it looks like this: 

Now open it back up and it looks like this: 
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Step two: 

Turn the paper so it looks like this: 

Fold it in half along the dotted line shown to make a rectangle: 

Now open it back up and it looks like this: 



Step three: 

Fold the corners into the center along the dotted lines shown.                        

[The outer edges of the paper should line up with the creases.  You are 

dividing each of those 4 “squares” (shown by the creases) in half                        

diagonally.] 

It should like like this: 



Step four: 

Position the paper like this: 

Unfold the left flap so it looks like this: 

Fold along the dotted line so that the outer point is just at that fold line: 

It should like like this: 

 



It should like like this: 

Step five: 

Now there are only 3 of our “triangles” left.  Two on top/bottom and 

one on the right.  The one on the right (which is the one opposite the 

one we just did a fold with) is the one we are going to fold next.   

We are going to fold the point back away from the center along the 

dottled line shown. 

 

 

 

 

Now fold the left side in again along the fold line that was there from   

before (show above in grey).   It should now look like this: 



It should like like this: 

Step six: 

Now fold the the whole thing in half along the dotted line shown by 

bringing the top edge down to line up with the bottom edge. 

 

 

 

 

 

Step seven: 

Now lie it down on the table so it looks like the picture above and let go.  

The top will pop up from the fold a bit, letting you see how it is folded 

inside.  Untuck/unfold that top big triangle...pull it all the way out and 

then just push that half fold you did in Step six down again.  It will then 

look like this: 



It should like like this: 

Step eight: 

Now take hold of that edge marked green and fold it up along the dotted 

line shown.  

 

 

Step nine: 

Now you flip it over left to right. The sticking out triangle should now be 

on the other side.  Do you see the rectangle shape?  Lift that rectangle 

slightly to reveal the big triange folded underneath. Untuck/unfold that 

triangle so it is all the way out and push the rectangle fold back down so 

the triange is now sticking out and down like this: 



It should now look like this: 

Step eleven: 

Do you see the diagonal fold line above (in grey)?  Do you see how that 

fold line is the diagonal of a right triangle?  That same fold line is on 

both sides.   Refold those right triangles down on that fold line on both 

sides.  It should look like this: 

Step ten: 

Now take hold of that edge marked green and fold it up along the dotted 

line shown.  Those green edges will line up with the edge shown in                  

purple. 



It should now look like this: 

 

Step twelve: 

In the fold that the arrow is pointing to below, if you open that a bit, you 

will see paper in there that is tucked in.  Carefully, pull that piece out, 

untucking it.  As you pull it out, you will see there is a crease in it.  Use 

that crease as your guide while you continue to pull that paper all the 

way out you will then push down on that crease so that it is now folded 

in the opposite way along the same crease. 

Step thirteen: 

Finish off your dog by giving it an eye and nose on both sides with a 

marker or pen.  When you set it down it should stand up on its own.  

Congratulations! You are done! 

Ruff Ruff! 


